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EXITING YOUR
BUSINESS IN STYLE
The Importance of Using a Systematic
Process in Business Exit Planning
BY JEFFREY A. KERMAN AND MARK W. McGORRY
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Company will sell for an amount that will make the
client financially secure for life, there are significant
risks if they choose to delay their exit.
Practice Note: Every attorney has a story about
how the client thought their business was worth X,
when reality is that it is worth “less than X”. A
professional business valuation from an objective
Appraiser is best when balancing the expectations of
the client and the realities of the situation.
When Step 2 is Completed, the Client & Advisor(s)
Will Know:
•
What the Company is Worth;
•
The current and future value of the personal
assets the client has in place, and
•
What those assets might be worth in the future.
STEP 3: BUILD AND PRESERVE VALUE
The value of the Business will determine not only
the quality of the Business Owner Client’s life once
they leave the business, but how long they will have
to stay in the business before they can leave. The
simple, but unpleasant fact is that growing business
value takes years of concentrated effort. Working to
grow and preserve value – well before the date the
Owner needs the monetary value – is what Step 3 is
all about.
The elements that build the value of a business or
preserve the value that the Owner client worked so
hard to create and that buyers will pay for are called
Value Drivers. In this Component, Value Drivers
which are important to meeting the client’s objectives are identified, and design strategies are then
recommended to protect the tangible and intangible
value of the business. Value Drivers include (but are
not limited to) a stable and motivated Management
Team, a realistic growth strategy and operating systems that improve the sustainability of cash flows.
Based on the Company’s needs, recommendations
may also include installing or updating financial
reporting systems, aligning employee performance
with the attainment of your profitability goals, or
protecting proprietary information through covenants not to compete with key employees.
We utilize a Value Driver Analysis which covers
three critical areas: 1) Strategic Objectives: identifying the long-term business and personal goals for
the client, 2) Quantify Resources: assessment of the
client’s business and personal financial landscapes,
and 3) Close the Gap: targeting specific areas in the
business that can drive up the Value and close the
Gap between where the client is today and where
they want to be after they leave the business.
STRATEGIC ADVANTAGES OF BUSINESS
VALUE DRIVERS:
• To strengthen the Company to better withstand
competitive pressure;
• To create a more systematic way to attract,
motivate and retain their best employees, and
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To build the Business Value needed to one day
sell or transfer the Company for the amount the
Business Owner client needs to retire comfortably.
POSSIBLE RECOMMENDATIONS (VALUE DRIVERS) TO
BUILD AND PRESERVE VALUE:
•
Management Team Development Plan
•
Plan to Transition Management Responsibility
•
Employee Compensation Review and Analysis
•
Qualified Retirement Plan Changes
•
Key Person Insurance Planning
•
Key Employee Incentive Compensation Plans
•
Separation of Business Assets from Business
Operations
•
Covenants Not to Compete.
IN CONCLUSION
It should be noted that Step 1: Identifying the
Owners Objectives and Step 2: Identifying the Business and Personal Financial Resources are always
completed in order to provide the fundamental basis
for Step 3: Building & Preserving Value. Utilizing the information and objectives from the first
two Steps, we make specific recommendations to
help grow the business value, protect existing value
from the actions of others, and preserve Company
value by minimizing income taxes. Once the recommendation details and decisions are finalized, an
implementation schedule is created to systematically
implement each. At that point, attention can be
turned to the next Component of the Exit Planning
Process.
In our next article, we will continue to break down
and discuss the Seven Step Business Exit Planning
Process by focusing on either selling the Company to a
Third Party or Transferring the Business to Insiders.
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